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Abstract
The article is devoted to the problem of teaching foreign languages and pays attention to the challenges
Arabs often face while learning Russian. The process of learning the second and subsequent languages is
undoubtedly influenced by the student's mother tongue. The authors identify two types of linguistic
interference: conscious and spontaneous. The researchers believe it is necessary to make maximum use of
the conscious interference potential because it can become the basis of methodological techniques for
teaching L2. They are sure the L1 and L2 differences and similarities that should be used and their
ignoring can complicate the process of mastering the target language. The article also examines the
features of the phonetic and graphic similarities and differences of the Arabic and Russian language. The
authors note that Arab students should be taught the art of beautiful handwriting in Russian, since Arabic
writing and Cyrillic differ significantly. Great attention is paid to the comparative characteristics of
Arabic and Russian sounds, the importance of correct pronunciation and the need for development of the
phonemic consciousness of the learners. The objective of the research is to find proper ways to diminish
the difficulties when learning Russian as a foreign language by Arab learners.
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1. Introduction
There is a great variety of languages all over the Earth. The language (L1) we hear and use from
the first days of our birth is our mother tongue. Any other language that people obtain is the second (L2),
the third (L3), etc., language. “Second language acquisition or SLA is the process of learning other
languages in addition to the native language” (Hoque, 2017, para. 8). Competencies in a second language
are acquired in two ways: in the process of subconscious perception, similar to how a person learns to
speak in childhood and in the process of learning a language (Krashen, 1982).
Hardly anyone doubts that the learner's native language (L1) influences on the second language
(L2) acquisition and the proper linguistic competencies formation (Littlewood & Yu, 2009). Ignoring
differences and similarities of the native and target languages can complicate the learning process.

2. Problem Statement
The goal of our research work is to help teachers and learners to cope with some Russian language
aspects learning challenges they face. Arab students have great difficulties with writing in Russian,
because Arabic and Russian scripts and sounds differ greatly, so we try to make use of their mother
tongue pronunciation skills. In our research work, we try to highlight the challenges Arab students face in
learning Russian and offer the ways to cope with the difficulties by using their mother tongue aspects.

3. Research Questions
The authors try to answer several questions:
 What are the greatest difficulties for Arab students in learning Russian from the point of view
of the scientists, teachers and learners?
 Does L1 have any impact on L2?
 What are the opinions of Russian and international linguists on the L1 impact on L2?
 Do Russian and Arabic have any similarities in characters writing and phonetics?
 Would it be methodologically justified to use L1 as an assistant in L2 learning?

4. Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study is to find methodically justified and suitable ways and methods for
effective teaching Arabic learners the Russian language on the basis of their mother tongue.

5. Research Methods
The authors used content observation and analysis of theses, monographs, scientific and
educational publications, research works in the field of Russian language teaching, Russian and Arabic
textbooks and manuals for teaching phonetics and Cyrillic, etc. The work is based on the Arab students’
survey to identify the greatest challenges in the Russian language study process.
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6. Findings
The aim of our research work is to discover the challenges Arab students face while learning
Russian and find the ways to ease the target language acquisition.
To realize the research goals and objectives, we studied contemporary RFL teaching methods;
interviewed Arabs studying Russian to identify their challenges; and, on the basis of the obtained data, we
propose to use targeted linguistic interference as effective tools for L2 successful study, as conscious
interference can be the basis of methodological techniques in teaching L2 (Abdrakhman, 2018).
Russian and international scientists, linguists, methodologists and practicing teachers search for
effective methodological foundations for teaching Russian as a foreign language.
Shutova and Orekhova (2018) represent the ways of learning Russian sounds by comparing them
with those of the native language. Statsenko and Samokhina (2020) touch upon the sounds pronunciation
mastering problem of a specific category of learners. Antibas (2016) shares her experience of correcting
Arab students’ mistakes while studying the Russian language. Loginova (2017) discusses the problems of
teaching Russian pronunciation to non-Russian students.
Lots of foreign scientists and practitioners are also engaged in finding the best ways of teaching
Russian. Canadian scientist Marren (2011) touches upon the stress in Russian words, reduced vowels,
consonants' stunning and intonation. Jones and Ward (2010) provide a detailed description of Russian
sounds, intonation, and stress.
We compared the corollaries made by scientists with the results of our surveys and our long-term
observations, and come to the conclusion that for the majority of Arabs the Cyrillic alphabet is an
undoubted challenge, since Cyrillic and Arabic scripts fundamentally differ. In fact, the alphabet is not
the most complex part of the Russian language, especially for those who are familiar with the Latin
alphabet and whose native alphabets are:
• based on the Cyrillic or its elements,
• derived from the Greek or Latin alphabets (Omniglot, 2020).
When introducing the Russian alphabet, the letters can be divided into 4 groups:
1) Аа, Кк, Мм, Оо, Тт.that are similar in writing and reading to the Latin letters;
2) Вв, Ее. Ёё, Нн, Рр, Сс, Уу, Хх, look like Latin letters, but their names are different;
3) Б б, Г г, Д д, Ж ж, З з, Ф ф, Ц ц, Ч ч, Ш ш, Щ щ, ы, Э э, Ю ю, Я я, that have no graphical
analogues in Latin, but have letters with the same names but different images.
4) ь, ъ
This way of representing Russian letters does not always work when teaching Arabs, because of
the unusual direction of writing from left to right, printed and hand-written letters. Capital and small
letters in the Russian language are often the reason for the incorrect writing because Arabic letters are all
of the same height. Arabic students persistently start even proper names with small letters. While students
can somehow cope with the printed letters writing, handwritten letters are a real challenge for them.
Disputes often arise among methodologists on the calligraphy teaching advisability to foreigners, but we
believe that the problem should be approached in a differentiated manner. We share Hamraeva's (2015)
opinion that teaching Arabs one should pay attention to calligraphy.
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Teaching Russian letters writing, the Arabic script cannot be helpful to us in any way, but there are
plenty of similar sounds and the phonetic interference can be a good tool and helper. Though, he role of
the mother tongue in the second language learning has been the subject of much discussions and doubts,
we are sure in learning speaking, L1 can be very valuable (Yadav,2014).
In order to speak, hear and reproduce sounds correctly one should have phonemic hearing. The
main component of any speech, i.e. a person's ability to hear and distinguish phonemes or sounds in a
word, to determine the sounds in a word, their number and sequence (Efimenkova, 2006).
Difficulties in speaking the second language are usually caused by L1 interlingual interference, i.e.
transferring the native language rules to the target one (Shcherba, 1957). The interlingual interference can
be phonetic, lexical, grammatical, etc., and we often use its advantages in our work, for example, in
studying sounds, intonation, and so on. Though some educators insist on a complete exclusion of the
mother tongue from the second language teaching process, most linguists are not so categorical and allow
its use for educational purposes in special cases (Zakaeva & Bratchik, 2018).
When teaching the sounds of the Russian language, we can adapt phonetic interference of the
Arabic language to our methodological needs. Introducing Russian vowel letters and sounds one should
mind that there are only three letters in the Arabic language, so 10 of them in Russian at first confused
them. So, it is undoubtedly necessary to develop phonemic hearing in students to distinguish the sounds
of an unfamiliar language (Bernal & Ardila, 2016). We also recommend that international students should
be introduced to Russian phonetic transcription, which is based on the Cyrillic alphabet with the addition
of some letters from other alphabets (Knyazev & Pozharitskaya, 2003). Russian language learners should
be introduced to the transcription symbols of Russian sounds, for example, presented by Hobzová (2011).
Phonetic errors can be rooted in the student's native language, that’s why Arabs are not able to
identify some Russian vowel sounds, for example, [о] and [у], because Arabic vowel letters can express
several sounds depending on the position in the word. Thus, the letter  وtransmits two sounds: [o] and [u],
and the letter  يtransmits the sounds [e] and [i].
Arabic learners often ignore writing vowels in Russian words, because in Arabic words they are
replaced by so-called "alephs". The sounds [i, u, a] are indicated by alephs under or above the consonant
letter, with [a] being a horizontal dash above the letter, [u] being a comma above the consonant. We think
they read incorrectly the stress in Russian words because they confuse the stress mark with the aleph.
How can deliberate phonetic interference and the mother tongue of the Arabs help teach correct
Russian pronunciation? We recommend to find suitable examples of similar sounds in their native
language, but the students should definitely be paid attention to the pronunciation nuances and
articulation differences of both languages.
To explain the pronunciation of the Russian sound [a], we can take Arabic words ( ﺗﻜﺒﺮtakburu you get older) and [ أﯾﻀﺎaidan] (also), [ أﺑﻮ ظﺒﻲabu dhabi] (Abu Dhabi). The Russian sound [э] is
pronounced as the first sound in the word [ اﻓﻌﻠﮭﺎefalha] (do!). For the Russian sound [я], the word ﯾﺎﻣﺎھﺎ
ْ ( ﯾyut). There's no equivalent sound
[Yamaha] (Yamaha) is an example, and for [ю] - ( ﯾ ُْﺮyur), ( ﯾ ُْﺰyuz), ُﺖ
to Russian [ы] in Arabic, as in many other languages, indeed. In the Arabic alphabet hard and soft
consonants are presented separately, while the same Russian consonant letters and sounds can be hard or
soft, voiced or voiceless: [б-б',п-п',в-в',ф-ф',с-с',з-з', д-д',т-т',г-г',к-к’,м-м',н-н',л-л',р-р',х-х']. Reading of
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Russian consonant letters depends on adjacent letters: after "а,э,ы,о,у", the preceding consonant will be
hard, and after “я, е, и, ё ,ю, ь”, respectively, soft. The vowels themselves are neither hard, nor soft; they
only affect the preceding consonant letter. In Arabic alphabet you can find consonant letters that are close
to the Russian ones in their reading, but all Arabic consonants are relatively hard, though pronounced
slightly softer than their Russian counterparts. In Arabic, voiced consonants are not stunned at the end or
in the middle of a word, as it happens in Russian. At the same time, it can be noted that hard consonants
in Russian have a [э (æ)]-shaped shade (Arabyaz, 2009). The Russian sounds [б], [д], [з], [с] you can
slightly hear in the words ´[ ﺑﺎﺑﺎba:ba], [ ﷲ ﻋﺒﺪabdula:], [ ُز ْر ِدGoldy] (pliers),  ﺳﻼم- [salam]. But the Arabic
letter ( دdal) has an [e]-shaped shade, so Arab students often read [дэвер'] instead of [двер'], [дэрəва:]
instead of [дрəва:], etc. This is an example of the negative phonetic interference. When explaining the
pronunciation of the Russian sound [ш], take as an example the name of the Arabic letter ( شʃi: n). But
keep in mind the Arabic sound differs in some softening, while the Russian [ш] is always hard. Arab
students often say “ш'апка” instead of “шапка”, “ш'ишка” instead of “шишка”, etc.
You can hardly find analogues to the sounds [в, г, ж, п, ц, ч, щ] in Arabic, but the sounds
relatively close to the Russian [й], [ш], [к,] [м], [н], [р], [т], [ф], [х] are heard in the Arabic words ﺷﯿﺌﺎ ﻣﺎ
(something), ( ﻛﺘﺎبbook), ٌ( ُﻛﻮبglass),  ﻣﺎﻣﺎMama, َﺎر
ْ ﻧ

(fire), ( دَ ُر ْرturn around), ﺖ
ِ َ ( ﺗُﺘdestroy), ُﺗ َْﺮﺗ َﺎد

ْ ( ﺧremove) and ( ﺧَﺎ ِد ٌمservant).
(frequency), ﺖ
ِ ُ ( ﺗَﺘalso), َﺦ
No less a challenge than the aforementioned difficulties is the Russian "floating" stress because
any syllable can be under the stress, depending on the form and type of the word. Arabic students often
stress the second or third syllable from the end of the word, as it should be in their native language.
Besides, there are pairs of Russian words that are spelled in the same way, but having different stress
variants. These words have absolutely different meanings, so students should be warned that an
incorrectly placed stress can drastically change the meaning of a word. The following words can be given
as an example: зáмок – замóк, стре́лки – стрелки́, пари́ть – па́рить, etc. Furthermore, there are the
words with the same meaning, but with different stressed syllables. They usually belong to professional
jargons: ба́ржа – баржа́, и́скра – искра́, добы́ча –до́быча, ко́мпас – компа́с.

7. Conclusion
The above features of the Russian language confirm the importance of the following
linguodidactic principle: any phonetic phenomenon subject to practical assimilation must be considered
from two perspectives: from the point of the system to which L2 belongs (here we mean Russian), and the
native language phonetic system (in this case, Arabic). Thus, oral communication skills developing is not
possible by simple imitation, as far as it requires conscious mastering of a new, atypical articulation for
the inophones, ways of combining sounds, rhythmic-intonation of a word and statement through
comparison with similar phenomena of the mother tongue (Lyubimova, 1982).
Summing up, we would like to note that in order to achieve our ultimate goal - the formation of
sustainable communicative competencies in Russian, it is undoubtedly necessary to take into account the
impact of the students' native language and use it as an additional methodological tool.
When mastering the l2 phonetics, the L1 conscious interference can be very effective, but special
attention should be paid to practicing sounds that have no analogues in the student's native language.
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It is important to teach the fundamentals of the target language phonetic system, practice and
master the correct pronunciation, intonation and accent. To develop phonemic hearing, learners should
read aloud, listen to audio files and people around, watch movies, communicate, etc.
Various kinds of interactive tasks, use of modern technologies and games in teaching can keep
students interested in learning a language (Zakaeva et al., 2016). The use of games at the lessons, where
active participation encourages students to communicate spontaneously, has a positive effect on
communication skills formation (Fedotova & Kasatkina, 2016).
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